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Abstract 
We define the class of totally t-closed rings: such rings are injective objects with respect o the 
class of infra-integral morphisms (injective integral ring morphisms with isomorphic residual 
extensions). Among other characterizations, we show that a ring is totally t-closed if and only if 
this ring is a t-closed Baer ring. We also obtain that for every reduced ring A, there exists 
a universal tight infra-integral morphism of A to a totally t-closed ring T(A), the so-called total 
t-closure of A. If one observes that a t-closed ring is seminormal, then T(A) can be seen as 
a construction analogous to the seminormalization. Moreover, several properties of totally 
t-closed rings are given. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 13F45 
0. Introduction 
We defined and studied t-closed rings and morphisms in two papers [13, 141: a ring 
A is said to be t-closed if for each Y E A the curve (C,) x3 + rxy - y2 = 0 has 
a parametric representation (*) x = z2 - rz, y = z3 - rz2 with z E A; roughly speak- 
ing, an injective ring morphism A + B is said to be t-closed if every cubic (C,) with 
r E A admits a parametric representation (*) in A whenever it admits a parametric 
representation (*) in B. Of course, a t-closed ring or morphism is seminormal. Let 
A -+ B be an injective ring morphism, there exists a construction similar to the 
seminormalization +BA, that is to say the t-closure t,A [13]. The t-closure t,A is the 
smallest subalgebra C of the A-algebra B, such that C ---f B is t-closed and the largest 
subalgebra C of B, such that A + C is infra-integral (injective, integral, with isomor- 
phic residual extensions). 
A well-known theorem of Swan states that for every reduced ring, there exists 
a universal seminormalization [20]. This result is obtained by using the uniqueness of 
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the parametric representation of the curve x3 = 2 y in a seminormal ring. This last 
property does not hold for t-closedness. Nevertheless, if one restricts to weak Baer 
rings (rings for which the annihilator of each element is generated by an idempotent), 
there is a kind of uniqueness; we have shown that the class of weak Baer rings is 
a natural framework for the study of t-closed rings [14]; in fact we exhibit a t-closure 
for weak Baer rings. 
However, the restriction to the class of weak Baer rings is somewhat unsatisfactory. 
Our aim in this paper is to construct a t-closure for any reduced ring. The key of our 
results is the definition (and its consequences) of totally t-closed rings: a ring A is said 
to be totally t-closed (which we abbreviate TTC) if for every infra-integral morphism 
B + C, the induced map Hom(C, A) -+ Horn@, A) is surjective. (In a paper to appear 
in Rivista di Matematica Pura ed Applicata (No. 19), we have shown that a ring A is 
seminormal if and only if for every subintegral morphism B -+ C the induced map 
Hom(C, A) + Hom(B, A) is surjective.) 
In Section 2, we show that for an integral domain the property TTC is the 
same as t-closedness. Then a crucial point is the following: a ring A is TTC if and 
only if A has no proper tight infra-integral extension. Also, a ring is TTC if and only 
if A is a retract of the t-closure of A in a product of fields. We deduce from these 
last facts that every reduced ring has a tight infra-integral extension T(A) which is 
TTC. The ring T(A) is called the total t-closure of A. TTC rings have an unexpected 
characterization: they are Baer rings (rings for which the annihilator of each ideal 
is generated by an idempotent) such that every manic polynomial with degree 
> 0 splits over A, whenever it splits over every residual field of A. Now TTC rings 
are Baer t-closed rings, so that we have reached part of our aim: for every reduced 
ring A, there exists an infra-integral tight extension A + T(A), where T(A) is Baer 
t-closed. 
In Section 3, we show the universality of the total t-closure, mainly by looking at 
the relations between TTC rings and ring morphisms. Let Q(A) be the complete ring 
of quotients (of Utumi-Lambek) of a reduced ring A, then A + T(A) is nothing but 
A + tac,.,,A. We use this result to show that for every tight TTC extension T of A, 
there exists a unique morphism T(A) + T factorizing A + T. The functor T com- 
mutes with some usual algebraic constructions. With some assumptions, the property 
TTC is descended by faithful1 flatness. As a consequence, we get that to be TTC for 
a ring is local on the spectrum. To end, let A be a TTC ring, if 
f(X, Y) = X3 + rXY - Y2 then A[X, Y]/(f(X, Y)) = B is never TTC and the mor- 
phism B -+ T(B) is B + A[T 1. Thus, if A is a field with characteristic # 2, the ring 
A[X, Y]/(Y’ - X3 - X”) is seminormal but not TTC. 
1. Notations and preliminaries 
In this paper all rings are assumed to be commutative with identity. For the 
convenience of the reader we recall some definitions and results. 
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Definition 1.1. Let A be a ring; then A is said to be a weak Baer ring (resp. Baer ring) if 
the annihilator of each element (resp. of each ideal) of A is generated by an idem- 
potent. 
The following results can be found in [Ill]: 
1.2. A weak Baer ring is reduced and every localization of such a ring at a prime ideal 
is an integral domain. 
1.3. Let A be a ring; then A is a Baer ring if and only if A is a reduced ring and Spec(A) 
is an extremal space (the closure of every open set is open). 
1.4. Every reduced ring A has a tight integral extension A -+ B(A) where B(A) is 
a Baer ring (B(A) is called the Baer hull of A). 
Here are some results on tight morphisms: 
1.5. Let f : A --$ B be a ring morphism; f is said to be a tight morphism if a morphism 
g: B + C is injective whenever g 0 f is injective. If f is injective, then f is tight if and 
only if for each ideal J # 0 of B, f -‘(.I) # 0 or, equivalently, each nonzero element of 
B has a nonzero multiple in f(A). 
We give examples of tight morphisms: 
1.6. A flat epimorphism is tight [7, 2.11. 
1.7. Let f : A --) B be an injective integral morphism between integral domains then 
f is tight [2.5, Section 2, No. 1, Corollary 23. 
1.8. Let A be a reduced ring and let Q(A) be the complete ring of quotients (of 
Utumi-Lambek) of A, then the injective morphism A -+ Q(A) is tight and Q(A) is an 
absolutely flat Baer ring [63. 
In fact, the preceding morphism has a property which deserves a definition. 
Definition 1.9. Let f :A -+ B be an injective ring morphism; then f is said to be 
hereditarily tight if every subextension A -+ C of B is tight. 
For instance, if A is a reduced ring, then A + Q(A) is hereditarily tight. The same is 
true for A + Tot(A) where Tot(A) is the total ring of quotients of A. 
1.10. Let A be a reduced ring; then every injective tight integral morphism A + B is 
hereditarily tight [ 17,2.2]. 
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We have just given some ingredients for what comes after. Here are the others. 
Definition 1.11. Let f :A + B be an injective ring morphism. 
(i) f is said to be t-closed if an element b E B belongs to A, whenever there exists an 
Y E A such that b2 - rb, b3 - rb2 E A. 
(ii) f is said to be infra-integral if f is integral with isomorphic residual extensions. 
The reader is referred to [13] for the properties of such morphisms. Observe that 
a t-closed morphism is seminormal (see the work of Swan [20]). 
Definition 1.12. A ring A is said to be t-closed if for any elements x, r, y E A, such that 
x3 + rxy - y2 = 0, there exists a z E A such that x = z2 - rz and y = z3 - rz2. 
It is clear that a t-closed ring is seminormal [14]. We have shown that an absolutely 
flat ring is t-closed [14]. 
Recall the result [13]: 
Theorem 1.13. Let A + B be an injective ring morphism; then B is an A-algebra. There 
exists a subalgebra t,A of B, such that t,A is the largest subalgebra (req. the smallest 
subalgebra) C of B, such that A + C is infra-integral (resp. such that C + B is t-closed). 
The ring t,A is called the t-closure of A in B. 
The following result is essential; its proof can be found in [14]. 
Theorem 1.14. Let A be a weak Baer ring; the t-closure t(A) of A in Tot(A) is t-closed. 
A weak Baer ring is t-closed if and only if t(A) = A. 
We give here some results which will be useful later on. 
Lemma 1.15. Let A + B and B + C be injective ring morphisms; then we have 
t,A c t,B. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.13 tcB -+ C is t-closed and tcA is the smallest subalgebra D of 
C such that D + C is t-closed. 0 
Lemma 1.16. Let A be a ring which is not reduced. There exists an injective tight 
infra-integral ring morphism A + B = A[x] which is not surjective. There exists a c E A 
such that x2 - cx, x3 - cx2 E A. 
Proof. Since A is not reduced, let c be an element of A such that c # 0 and c2 = 0. Let 
I be the ideal of A[X] generated by X2 - c and (0:c)X and consider the ring 
B = A[X]/L. Then Hochster proves that the canonical morphism A + B is injective 
integral and tight [S, Lemma 11. Moreover, the image x of X in B does not belong to 
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A and verifies x2 - cx = c and x3 - cx’ = 0 since cx = 0. Now, such a morphism is 
infra-integral (elementary) by [13, 1.151. q 
Lemma 1.17. Let A be a reduced ring and let A -+ B(A) be the Baer hull of A. Then 
A -+ B(A) is infra-integral and tight. 
Proof. By 1.4, we have only to prove that the residual extensions are isomorphisms. 
But B(A) is generated over A by idempotents [ll]. It follows easily that for any prime 
ideal Q of B the morphism A/(Q n A) -+ B(A)/Q IS an isomorphism. Thus the same 
property is true for k(Qn A) -+ k(Q). 0 
Lemma 1.18. Let A be a reduced ring and let f: A + B be an infia-integral ring 
morphism. Then there exists a semiprime ideal J of B such that the morphism 
A + B + B/J is infra-integral and tight. 
Proof. Use Zorn’s Lemma to see that there exists an ideal J of B maximal for the 
property J n A = 0. It is clear that A + B/J is infra-integral and tight. Now J is 
semiprime since A + B/J is tight: consider an injective tight ring morphism A --f C; let 
c be an element of C such that c” = 0; assume that c is not zero, then by 1.5 there exists 
a c’ E C, such that cc’ E A - (0); but (cc’)” = 0 and A is reduced, thus we have cc’ = 0; 
hence c is zero. 0 
Let A be a ring and DA the set of dense ideals I in A (such that 0 :A I = 0); then if 
A + A’ is a ring morphism, DA A’ consists of all elements a’ E A’ such that 0 :A a’ E DA. 
We say that a ring morphism A -+ A’ satisfies property (H) if Da A’ = 0 and A :A a’ E DA 
for each a’ E A’. 
Proposition 1.19. Let A + A’ be an injective ring morphism satisfying (H). Then: 
(i) A -+ A’ is hereditarily tight. 
(ii) Jf A’ is a Baer ring, then A’[X] is a Baer ring and B = A[X] -+ A’[X] = B’ is 
hereditarily tight. 
In particular, for any reduced ring A, the ring morphism A[X] + Q(A)[X] is 
hereditarily tight. 
Proof. Assume that A + A’ satisfies (H) and let a’ # 0 be an element of A’; then 
0 :A a’$DA since DAA’ = 0; choose b # 0 in A such that (O:,a’)b = 0; we have 
(A :A a’)b # 0 according to A :A a’ E DA; hence there is an a E A such that aa’ E A and 
ab # 0; assume that Au’n A = 0, then aa’ E Au’n A = 0 gives ab = 0, a contradiction; 
therefore, Aa’n A # 0 for each element a’ # 0 of A’ implies that A + A’ is hereditarily 
tight. Now assume that A’ is a Baer ring; we claim that B’ = A’[X] is a Baer ring: let 
J be an ideal in B’ and FE B’; denote by C(F) the content ideal of F (the ideal 
generated in A’ by the coefficients of F); by the content formula [3,28.3], there is an 
integer k > 0 such that C(G)“C(FG) = C(G) k+lC(F) for each GE B’; if FG = 0, then 
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C(F) C(G) = 0 since A’ is reduced; it follows that 0 :B’ F = (0 :A C(F)) [X] from which 
we deduce that 0 :B’ J = (0 :A I) [X] for some ideal I in A’; thus there is an idempotent 
e E A’ such that 0 :B, J = B’e and the claim is proved. The statement (ii) will be proved 
if B -+ B’ satisfies (H). We first show that D,B’ = 0: let b’ E Z?’ be such that 0 :B b’ E DB; 
since B’ is a Baer ring, 0 :B’b’ = B’e where e E A’ is an idempotent; observe that 
J=O:Bb’=(O:B’b’)nB=B’enBisadenseidealinB;nowZ=A:,(1-e)isadense 
ideal in A since A + A’ satisfies (H); but Z(1 - e).Z = 0 implies Z(1 - e) = 0; thus 1 = e 
since DA A’ = 0; hence b’ = 0. Now for each b’ E B’ there is an ideal J in B such that 
Jb’ c B and 0 :B J = 0 (equivalently B :B b’ E DB): let bO, . . . , b, E A’ be the coefficients 
of b’; choose for each k = 0, . . . ,n a dense ideal Zk in A such that Zkbk c A; letting 
Z = I0 ... I,,, we observe that Z is a dense ideal in A and so is Z[X] in B; furthermore, it 
is clear that Z[X] b’ c Z3; hence B --f 8 satisfies (H) and in view of (i) B -+ B’ is 
hereditarily tight. If A is a reduced ring, Q(A) is a Baer ring and A -+ Q(A) satisfies(H) 
by [6, II, Proof of Proposition 51. 
2. Characterizations of totally t-closed rings 
The following definition will be justified by its consequences. 
Definition 2.1. A ring A is a totally t-closed ring provided the following property is 
fulfilled: 
For every ring morphism B + A and for every infra-integral ring morphism B --* C, 
there exists a ring morphism C + A such that the diagram 
is commutative. 
To abbreviate, a totally t-closed ring will be called a TTC ring. 
The definition of a TTC ring is quite similar to the definition of a totally integrally 
closed (TIC) ring given by Hochster [S]. In fact, replace the word infra-integral in 
Definition 2.1 by injective and integral, then it becomes the definition of a TIC ring. 
Thus a TIC ring is TTC. 
Proposition 2.2. Let A be an integral domain. Then A is TTC ifand only ifA is t-closed. 
Thus aJield is TTC. 
Proof. Let A be an integral domain and K = Tot(A). By Theorem 1.14, A is t-closed if 
and only if t,A = A. Suppose that A is t-closed and consider ring morphisms 
f : B -+ A, g : E + C where g is infra-integral. Let P be the prime ideal Ker(f); since g is 
injective and integral, there exists a prime ideal Q of C, lying over P; then g induces an 
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infra-integral morphism B/P + C/Q; thus to exhibit a morphism h: C + A, such that 
h 0 g =f, we can assume that f is injective and that B and C are integral; let L and 
M be the quotient fields of B and C; these fields are isomorphic; consider the 
morphism k: C + M + L + K and put D = Im(k) which is a subring of K; the 
morphism B + C + D is infra-integral; by Theorem 1.13 we have D c t,B and 
fK B c tx A = A by Lemma 1.15; thus D is contained in A and there exists a morphism 
h : C + A such that h 0 g = f; hence A is a TTC ring. Now assume that A is a TTC ring; 
the ring morphism f : A + t,A is infra-integral; thus, there exists a morphism 
g: t,A + A such that g 0 f = Id,; but f is tight by 1.7; hence, g is an isomorphism and 
A = tKA; it follows from Theorem 1.14 that A is t-closed. 0 
Lemma 2.3. A product of TTC rings is a TTC ring. Thus a product offields is a TTC 
ring. 
Proof. Straightforward. 0 
We shall say that a ring A is a retract of an extension B if there exists a ring 
morphism B -+ A such that A + B --t A is equal to IdA. 
Theorem 2.4. Let A be a ring; the,following statements are equivalent: 
(i) A is a TTC ring. 
(ii) A is a retract of every infra-integral extension. 
(iii) Every infra-integral tight ring morphism A -+ B is an isomorpkism. 
(iv) A is reduced and is a retract of the t-closure of A in every TTC extension. 
(v) A is a retract of the t-closure of A in a product offields. 
(vi) A is a retract of the t-closure of A in a TTC extension. 
Proof. (i) * (ii) is obtained by considering the morphism IdA. Assume that (ii) is 
verified; let A -+ B be a tight infra-integral morphism; then there exists B -+ A such 
that A + B + A is Id,; since A + B is tight B -+ A is an isomorphism so is A -+ B. 
Thus (ii) * (iii). Under the assumptions of (iii), A is reduced by 1.16; let A + C be an 
injective ring morphism where C is TTC; we have a factorization A + t,A = B -+ C; 
take an ideal J of B such that A + B -+ B/J is tight and infra-integral (use Lemma 
1.18); then (iii) implies that this last morphism is an isomorphism; thus A is a retract of 
tcA; hence (iii) + (iv). Now (iv) * (v) because for a reduced ring A the canonical 
morphism A -+ fl[k(P); P E S pet(A)] = C is injective and C is TTC by Lemma 2.3. It 
is clear that (v) * (vi). Let us show that (vi) 3 (i); let A + D be an extension with 
DTTC,suchthatA+t,A=T+AisequaltoId,;let f:B-+Aandg:B+Cbe 
ring morphisms, the latter being infra-integral; put B’ = B/Ker( f ); by (iv) D is reduced 
and so are A and B’; consider the morphism g’: B’ + B’ OS C = C’; since ‘g is surjec- 
tive, ‘g’ is surjective; now 9’ is integral, B’ is reduced and “g’ is surjective; therefore g’ is 
injective and by [ 13, 1.71 is infra-integral; thus to find h : C + A such that ,f = k (1 g we 
can assume that f : B + A is injective; by Lemma 1.18 there exists an ideal J of C such 
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that B -+ C -P C/J = C’ is tight and infra-integral; by the property TTC of D, we get 
a factorization B -+ C’ -+ D of B + D, where C’ + D is injective by tightness of B + C’; 
let Z be the image of C--t D, then B + C’--+Z is infra-integral; thus we have 
Z c t,B c t,A = T by Theorem 1.13 and Lemma 1.15; therefore, we have a factoriz- 
ation B + C’ -+ T of B + T; now the factorization A + T + A of Id_,, gives a factoriz- 
ation B -+ C + A of B -+ A. Thus (i) is proved. 0 
Theorem 2.5. Let A be a reduced ring, then there exists a tight injiia-integral ring 
morphism A + T(A) where T(A) is a TTC ring. 
Proof. Let B be the product ring of the residual fields k(P) for P E Spec(A) and let 
A + B be the canonical injection. Consider the set %F # @ of rings C, such that 
A+B=A+C,, + B, where A + C, is tight and infra-integral. Let {C,} be a subset 
of %?, totally ordered by inclusion, and C’ the union of the elements of this subset; then 
A + C’ is injective, tight and infra-integral by [13,1.9]. By Zorn’s lemma, we get 
a factorization A + C + B where A -+ C is tight, infra-integral and maximal for these 
properties. By using Theorem 2,4(iii), we are going to prove that C is a TTC ring: let 
C + D be an infra-integral tight morphism; since B is TTC, there exists a factorization 
C -+ D + B of C -+ B; by tightness of C -+ D, the morphism D -+ B is injective; thus 
A + C + D is infra-integral and tight, so that D belongs to %‘; therefore C + D is an 
isomorphism. Thus we can put T(A) = C. 0 
Now we give a characterization of TTC rings which is similar to those of TIC rings: 
a Baer ring A is TIC if and only if every manic polynomial of A[X] with degree > 0 
splits over A [S]. 
Lemma 2.6. Let A be a ring and let p(X) be a manic polynomial of A[X] with degree 
n > 0. Put B = A[X]/(p(X)). The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) A -+ B is infra-integral. 
(ii) For every prime ideal P of A, the polynomial p(X) splits over k(P). 
We shall say that a manic polynomial with degree >O, fulfilling (ii), is residually split. 
Proof. By [ 13, 1.101 A --i B is infra-integral if and only if its fibers are infra-integral. 
Thus, we have to prove that for any field K, the morphism K -+ K[X]/(p(X)) is 
infra-integral if and only if p(X) splits over K. Let p(X) = pi(X)+ ... p,(X)“q be 
a factorization of p(X) into a product of irreducibles, then B is isomorphic to the 
product of rings K[X]/(pi(X)“i); hence the residual morphisms of K + B are the 
morphisms K -+ K [X]/(pi(X)). Such a morphism is bijective if and only if 
pi(X) = X - ai with ai E K. Therefore K -+ B is infra-integral if and only if p(X) splits 
over K. 0 
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Theorem 2.7. Let A be a ring. Thefollowing statements are equivalent: 
(i) A is TTC. 
(ii) A is a Baer ring and every manic residually split polynomial with degree > 0 has 
a zero in A. 
(iii) A is a Baer ring and every manic residually split polynomial with degree > 0 
splits over A. 
Proof. Let A be a TTC ring; by Theorem 2.4(iv), A is reduced. It results from Lemma 
1.17 and Theorem 2.4(iii) that A + B(A) is an isomorphism; therefore A is a Baer ring. 
Let P(X) be a manic residually split polynomial with degree > 0; then 
A -+ A[X]/(P(X)) = B is infra-integral by Lemma 2.6; since A is TTC, there exists 
a morphism f which is retract of this morphism; if x is the image of X in B, then f(x) 
is a zero of P(X) in A. Thus (i) * (ii). Now assume that (ii) is fulfilled and let A -+ B be 
an infra-integral tight morphism; to get (i) it is enough to prove that A -+ B is an 
isomorphism by Theorem 2.4(iii). Deny, then by [13, 1.181 there exists an infra- 
integral elementary morphism A -+A[b] with bEB-A such that b2-rb=a, 
b3 - rb2 = c where r, a, c E A. Since A + B is integral and tight, the same property 
is valid for A -+ A [b] by 1.10. It follows from [ll, 181 that A[b] is a Baer ring 
since A is a Baer ring. Consider the polynomials Q(X) = X2 - rX - a and 
R(X) = X3 - rX2 - c. Let P be a prime ideal in A and k:A --+ k(P); the previous 
relations on b give k(a)j - k(c)2 + k(r)k(a)k(c) = 0. Since the field k(P) is t-closed, 
there exists an element fl E k(P) such that Q”(p) = Rk(,!I) = 0; thus Q(X) is resid- 
ually split because the degree of Q(X) is 2. Therefore, Q(X) has a zero R in A which 
gives (a - b)(a + b - r) = 0. Let e be the idempotent of A[b] such that O:(cc - b) = 
A[b]e, then we have ae = be and (a + b - r)e = CI + b - r from which it follows 
that b = 2ae - ‘x + r - re; since A -+ B is tight and A is a Baer ring, e belongs to 
A by [17, 1.63; hence b belongs to A, contradicting our assumption. Thus A + B is 
bijective. 0 
We are going to give a characterization of TTC rings which will justify their name. 
Before that we need a lemma. 
Definition 2.8. Let a, r, c be elements of a ring A, such that a3 + arc - c2 = 0. Let I be 
the ideal of A [X] generated by the polynomials X2 - rX - a and X3 - rX2 - c. 
Then we put E(A; a, r, c) = A [Xl/I and denote by E’(A; a, r, c) the reduced ring of 
E(A; a, r, c). 
Lemma 2.9. Let A be a reduced ring and a, r, c E A such that a3 + arc - c2 = 0. Then 
the canonical morphism A -+ E’(A; a, r, c) is infia-integral. 
Proof. Let x be the image of X in E(A;a, r,c), then we have x2 - rx = a and 
x3 - rx2 = c; the same relations are fulfilled by the image of X in E’(A;a,r,c). The 
morphism A -+ E’(A; a,r,c) is infra-integral if it is injective, since by [13, 1.151 such 
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a morphism is then elementary infra-integral. This will be proved if we show that 
A + E(A; a, Y, c) is injective, because A is reduced. It is enough to prove that lying over 
is fulfilled by A + E(A;a,r,c) since A is reduced. Let P be a prime ideal of A and 
consider the fiber k(P) --f E(k(P); k(u), k(r), k(c)) = F where k: A + k(P) is the canoni- 
cal morphism. The resultant of the polynomials X2 - k(r)X - k(u) and 
X3 - k(r)X’ - k(c) is k(a)3 + k(u)k(r)k(c) - k(c)’ = 0; thus they have a common 
zero y in k(P). If we assume that F = 0, then there exist polynomials P(X) and 
Q(X) E k(P)[X] such that 1 = P(X)(X’ - k(r)X - k(u)) + Q(X)(X3 - k(r)X2 - k(c)); 
substitute y to X, then we get 1 = 0. Thus F # 0 shows that lying over is fulfilled. 
Theorem 2.10. Let A be a ring, then A is TTC ifund only if A is a Buer t-closed ring. 
Proof. A TTC ring is a Baer ring by Theorem 2.7. Assume that A is TTC and let 
a, r,c E A such that u3 + urc - c2 = 0. By Lemma 2.9, A + E’(A;u,r,c) is infra-inte- 
gral; thus there exists a factorization A + E’(A;u, r, c) + A of IdA. Call f the last 
morphism and let x be the image of X in E’(A;a,r,c); it is clear that b =f(x) is such 
that bZ - rb = a and b3 - rb2 = c. Thus A is t-closed. Now assume that A is a Baer 
t-closed ring and consider an infra-integral tight morphism A -+ B. Since A is a Baer 
ring and A + B is injective, integral and tight, B is a Baer ring by [ll, 181. It follows 
from [17,1.6] that an idempotent of B belongs to A because A is a Baer ring and 
A -+ B is an injective tight morphism. The t-closedness of A implies that A --t B is 
t-closed by [14,1.6] thanks to the previous statement. But A + B is infra-integral, 
thus an isomorphism by Theorem 1.13. Therefore, A is TTC. 0 
Corollary 2.11. An ubsolutelyjhzt Buer ring is TTC. Thus, if A is a reduced ring, the 
complete ring of quotients Q(A) is TTC. 
Proof. By Definition 1.12 an absolutely flat ring is t-closed. Then use 1.8 to end. 0 
Remark. An absolutely flat ring is a weak Baer ring. Such a ring may not be a Baer 
ring. 
We deduce from the results of [14] (where A is assumed to be a weak Baer ring): 
Theorem 2.12. Let A be a Buer ring. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) A is TTC. 
(ii) For every prime ideal (resp. maximal ideal) P of A, the ring AP is t-closed. 
(iii) For every minimal prime M of A, the ring AIM is t-closed. 
Remark 2.13. Let A be a Baer ring. If S is a multiplicative subset of A, then As may not 
be a Baer ring. However, it follows from [S, Proposition 71 and [14, 1.151 that for any 
multiplicative subset S generated by elements uch that a finite number of them are 
zero divisors, As is a Baer ring which is TTC if A is TTC. 
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3. Totally t-closed rings and ring morphisms 
The following proposition gives rise to numerous results. 
Proposition 3.1. Letf: A + B be an injective ring morphism, where B is a TTC ring, then 
we have the following: 
(i) Suppose f is t-closed, then A is TTC. 
(ii) Suppose f is tight, then A is TTC if and only $‘f is t-closed. 
Proof. Suppose f is t-closed; let e be an idempotent of B, then e E A since e2 - e = 0 
and e3 - e2 = 0. For each ideal I of A, there exists an idempotent e of B such that 
0: (I. B) = Be; we deduce from it that 0 : I = Ae. Thus, A is a Baer ring. It follows from 
[14, 1.61 that A is t-closed; thus, A is TTC. Now assume that f is tight, by tightness of 
f and by [17,1.6] idempotents of A and B are the same. Thus, we can use [14,1.6] to 
see that f is t-closed. The converse follows from (i), since A is TTC if f is t-closed. 0 
Proposition 3.2. Let A be a Baer ring and Tot(A) its total ring ofquotients. Then A is 
TTC if and only if A + Tot(A) is t-closed. 
Proof. Tot(A) is a Baer ring by Remark 2.13 since A is a Baer ring. Moreover, 
it follows from [16] that Tot(A) is absolutely flat; hence Tot(A) is t-closed and 
consequently TTC. Since A + Tot(A) is tight, the result follows from Proposi- 
tion 3.1. 0 
Corollary 3.3. Let A be a Baer ring and A its integral closure in Tot(A). Then A is TTC 
and A is TTC if and only if A + A is t-closed. Hence an integrally closed Baer ring is 
TTC. 
Proof. Observe that an integrally closed morphism is t-closed. Thus A is TTC by 
Proposition 3.1(i). Now use Proposition 3.1 to end the proof. 0 
Proposition 3.4. Let A be a reduced ring; every infra-integral tight morphism A + B with 
B TTC can be identijed with A + T(A) where T(A) is the total t-closure of A. Thus 
A + T(A) is unique up to an isomorphism of A-algebras. 
Proof. Let A + B be an infra-integral tight morphism with B TTC. There exists 
a factorization A + T(A) --t B of A + B, since B is TTC. Now T(A) + B is infra- 
integral and tight. It follows from Proposition 3.l(ii) that T(A) + B is t-closed, since 
B and T(A) are TTC. But T(A) --) B is infra-integral, hence an isomorphism by 
Theorem 1.13. 
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Corollary 3.5. Let A + B be an injective morphism with B TTC. 
(i) The ring t,A is TTC. 
(ii) Suppose A + B is hereditarily tight, then A + t,A can be identijied with 
A -+ T(A). 
Proof. Since t,A is t-closed, (i) follows from Proposition 3.1(i). We can then apply 
Proposition 3.4 to get (ii), since t,A is TTC and A + t,A is infra-integral and 
tight. 0 
Definition 3.6. Let A be a reduced ring, then A + G?(A) is the integral tight morphism 
of A to its total integral closure [S]. 
The ring Q(A) is TIC and a Baer ring and therefore a TTC ring. Moreover, 
A + SZ(A) is hereditarily tight by 1.10. 
Theorem 3.7. Let A be a reduced ring, then A + T(A) can be identijied with A -+ tetA) A 
and also with A -+ tnca,A. 
Proof. Use Corollary 3.5(ii). 0 
Remarks 3.8. (a) Let A be a reduced ring; Swan says that the seminormalization S(A) 
of A cannot be built inside Tot(A). In fact, the right ring to consider is Q(A): this ring 
being TTC, is seminormal; thus S(A) = +O(AJA by [20,4.2]. In the same way, 
S(A) = +R(AJA. 
(b) By the previous results, A + S(A) and A + T(A) are tight extensions of A- 
modules, since this property is valid for A + Q(A). 
(c) The Baer hull B(A) of a reduced ring A is contained in T(A), since we know that 
A + B(A) is infra-integral. 
(d) Let A + B be a ring morphism with A and B reduced, then there exists 
a commutative diagram 
A-B 
I I 
T(A)-T(B) 
(e) Let A be a reduced ring and A -+ B an infra-integral tight morphism, then 
T(A) + T(B) is an isomorphism by Theorem 2.4 because T(A) -+ T(B) is infra- 
integral and tight since A -+ T(A) + T(B) has the same property and T(A) is TTC. 
Therefore, T(A) -+ T (B(A)) is an isomorphism. 
Swan shows that for a ring morphism A + B where A is reduced and B seminormal, 
the factorization A + S(A) + B is unique: in fact, a subintegral morphism is radicial 
(the spectral map is injective and the residual extensions are radicial, see [4, 3.71); 
moreover, a radicial morphism is an epimorphism in the category of reduced rings. 
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This is false for an infra-integral morphism. So we need to prescribe some conditions 
on the morphisms to get uniqueness. 
Lemma 3.9. Let A be a reduced ring and A + B an infra-integral tight morphism. For 
each element b of B, there exists an ideal I of A such that Ib c A and 0:I = 0. 
Proof. Consider the factorization of A + Q(A) in A + B + T(A) + Q(A). Now for 
each element q of Q(A), the required property is valid by [6, p. 401; thus the same is 
true for b E B. 0 
Theorem 3.10. Let A be a reduced ring. Then the infra-integral tight morphism 
A -+ T(A), where T(A) is a Baer t-closed ring (or, equivalently TTC) is a solution of the 
following universal problem: for every injective tight morphism A + T where T is a Baer 
t-closed (TTC) ring, there exists a unique morphism T(A) -+ T such that 
A -+ T(A) -+ T is a factorization of A + T. 
Proof. The factorization follows from the definition of a TTC ring. Assume that there 
exist two morphisms g, h: T(A) + T such that glA and hlA are equal to f :A --* T. Let 
x be an element of T(A); by Lemma 3.9 take an ideal I of A such that Ix t A and 
0:Z = 0; then f(a)(g(x) - h(x)) = 0 f or each a E I. Assume that g(x) # h(x); by 
tightness of f, let y be an element of T such that y(g(x) - h(x)) = f (b) with b E A, 
b # 0; then ,f(ab) = 0 implies ab = 0. Hence, b belongs to O:Z, which is absurd. 
Therefore, g = h. 0 
Corollary 3.11. Let A be a reduced ring; then we have the following: 
(i) Identity is the only endomorphism of the A-algebra T(A). 
(ii) For every injective tight morphism f :A -+ B, there exists a unique morphism 
T (,f): T(A) -+ T(B) such that the following diagram is commutative: 
T(A)-T(B) 
Proof. (i) is clear. Consider the injective tight morphism A + B -+ T(B) to show (ii) 
by Theorem 3.10. 0 
Corollary 3.12. Let A be a reduced ring and A -+ K a morphism with K TTC, then there 
exists a factorization T(A) + t,A + T(A) of Id,,,,. 
Proof. Since K is a TTC ring, t,A is a TTC ring. Then let A + T(A) -+ t,A be 
a factorization of A -+ t,A and A --f t,A + T(A) a factorization of A + T(A). Thus 
there exists an A-algebra morphism T(A) + tK A -+ T(A). The result follows from 
Corollary 3.1 l(i). 
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Definition 3.13. Let A be a reduced ring. The ring T(A) is called the total T-closure 
of A. 
Now we give some properties on the total T-closure of a reduced ring. 
Remark 3.14. Let A be an integral domain, then T(A) is an integral domain since 
T(A) is a subring of the field Q(A). 
Proposition 3.15. Let A be a reduced ring and S a multiplicative subset of A, the elements 
of which are regular, then T (As) = T(A),. 
Proof. Observe that the image of S in T(A) does not contain a zero divisor, since 
A -+ T(A) is tight. Now As + T(A), is infra-integral and tight and T(A), is TTC by 
Remark 2.13. The proposition follows by Proposition 3.4. 17 
Proposition 3.16. Let AI, . . . , A,, be reduced rings. Then we have the following: 
(i) For i = 1, . . . , n, let Ai + Bi be infra-integral tight morphisms, then the product 
morphism A = nF= 1 Ai + nl= 1 Bi = B is infra-integral and tight. 
(ii) The total T-closure of A is flF= 1 T (Ai). 
Proof. Let R -+ S be an injective morphism with R reduced, then by [ 17,2.2] R + S is 
tight and integral if and only if for each s E S, s # 0, there exists a manic polynomial 
P(X) E R[X] such that P(s) = 0 and P(0) # 0. Thus A -+ B is clearly integral and 
tight. Moreover, residual extensions of A -+ B can be identified with residual exten- 
sions of Ai + Bi. Therefore, (i) is proved. By (i) the morphism A -+ n:= 1 T (Ai) = T is 
tight and infra-integral. Since T is TTC, (ii) follows from Proposition 3.4. 0 
Proposition 3.17. Let f : A -+ B be aflat epimorphism of rings. Assume that one of the 
following properties is fulfilled: 
(a) f is injective; 
(b) f is a Jinite presentation morphism (for instance an open immersion). 
Then if A is a TTC ring, B is a TTC ring. 
Proof. By [14,2.12] B is t-closed if A is t-closed. Thus we must show that under the 
hypothesis (a) or (b) B is a Baer ring if A is a Baer ring. Now observe that 
“f :Spec(B) + Im(“f) is an homeomorphism by [S, IV.2.21 since f is a flat epimor- 
phism. If f is injective, Im(“f) is a dense subspace of Spec(A); if f is of finite 
presentation, Im(“f) is open in Spec(A). Since Spec(A) is extremal, Im(“f) is also 
extremal so that Spec(B) is extremal. Moreover, B is reduced: indeed by [S, IV.2.41, for 
Q E Spec(B), B, is an integral domain. Hence, B is a Baer ring by 1.3. 0 
Let f :A --f A’ be a ring morphism. Then f is said to be content if 
(fl I,). A’ = fi IA. A’ for every family {I,}ieA of ideals of A. Content morphisms can 
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be defined by other means. If A’ is an A-projective module, then f is a content 
morphism. For every set I, the morphism A -+ AIXiliel is content. See [9] for the 
preceding definitions and properties. 
Proposition 3.18. Let f : A + A’ be a faithfully flat morphism. 
(i) If A is a Baer ring and A’ is TTC, then A is TTC. 
(ii) Zf f is a Ji ‘t ru e presentation morphism or a content morphism (for instance 
projective) and if A’ is TTC then A is TTC. 
(iii) Zf A’ is a Noetherian TTC ring, then A is Noetherian TTC. 
Proof. (i) follows immediately from [14,2.30]. Assume that f is faithfully flat and of 
finite presentation; then if A’ is a Baer ring, A is a Baer ring by [ll; Proposition 121 
since “f is open by flatness and finite presentation of f: Now assume that f is content 
and faithfully flat; let a be an element of A, by flatness we get (0: Aa). A’ = 0: A’f(a) 
and (O:I). A’ = 0:I . A’ for each ideal I of A since f is content. Now observe that 
a ring R is Baer if and only if R/(0: J) is a R-projective module for each ideal J of R. 
Consider the isomorphism of A’-modules A’ OA A/(0: I) z A’/(O:I . A’) where the 
latter module is A’-projective if A’ is a Baer ring; under this hypothesis, the A-module 
A/(O:Z) is projective by [l, Ch. I, Section 3, No. 6, Proposition 121. Thus under the 
assumptions of (ii), A is a Baer ring. The conclusion follows from (i). Assume A’ 
is Noetherian TTC, then A is Noetherian by faithful1 flatness of f. Let 0 be an 
open set of Spec(A). Since A is Noetherian, 0 is a closed set for the patch topology 
on Spec(A) (in french:un fermi: proconstructible). It follows from [4,1,7.3.3] that 
‘f-‘(O) = “f-‘(O); thus “f-‘(O) is open since Spec(A’) is extremal. By [4, I, 7.3.51 
f is a submersive morphism so that 0 is open. Thus A is a Baer ring; again we can 
apply (i) to conclude. 0 
Remark 3.19. If A + A’ is faithfully flat and A’ a Baer ring it may be false that A is 
a Baer ring. For instance there exist absolutely flat rings A which may not be Baer 
rings; for such rings, A -+ B(A) is faithfully flat and B(A) is a Baer ring. 
Theorem 3.20. Let A be a ring. Then we have the following: 
(i) A is TTC ifand only ifA[X] is TTC. 
(ii) T(A[X]) = T(A)[X] for any reduced ring A. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.18, A is TTC if A[X] is TTC since A + A[X] is a faithfully 
flat content morphism. Assume A is TTC, then A[X] is a Baer ring by Proposition 
1.19 and t-closed by [14,2.9]; hence A [X] is TTC. In view of Proposition 1.19 
A[X] + Q(A)[X] is hereditarily tight so that A[X] -+ T(A) [X] is an infra-integral 
tight morphism by [13, 1.71. We conclude by Proposition 3.4. 0 
Remark 3.21. The previous theorem is true for finitely many indeterminates. 
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Proposition 3.22. Let (Al}nsn be a direct system of rings such that each morphism 
AA -+ A,, is injective and tight. If every ring Ai is TTC so is the direct limit A. 
Proof. Choose an index A, then A is the direct limit of (A,}, 2 A. We can assume that 
A is equal to the union of rings A,. Let I be an ideal of A and put I, = In A,, B = An 
and J = IA; thus we have Z = U I,. Assume that each A, is a Baer ring and let e be the 
idempotent of B such that 0: J = Be. We are going to prove that 0: Z = Ae from which 
it follows that A is a Baer ring. If x E A is such that xl = 0, there exists an index ,U such 
that x E A,; thus we get x = xel, where ep is the idempotent of A, generating O:Z,. 
Since B -+ A, is tight and injective, we have 0:J = (O:Z,)n B: an inclusion is clear; 
assume b E B is such that bJ = 0 and bl, # 0; by tightness of B + A, there exists y E I, 
suchthatby =c~B,c#O;fromcby=(by)*andc=by~Z,nB=Jwegetcby=O; 
thus c = by = 0 since B is reduced, a contradiction; therefore, we get 0: J c (0: Z,)n B. 
By [17,1.6] e,, belongs to B since B is a Baer ring and B + A, is injective and tight; 
thus e, E 0: J implies x E Ae; hence we get 0: Z c Ae. Let us show that e E 0: I; assume 
,u is an index such that el, # 0, there exist y E I, and z E A, such that zey = b E B, 
b # 0 by tightness; since ezy E Z,n B = J we get e*zy = ezy = 0, a contradiction. 
Therefore 0 : Z = Ae and A is a Baer ring. Moreover, A is t-closed by [ 14,l. 1 l] if each 
An is t-closed. It follows that A is TTC. 0 
Proposition 3.23. Let {An}ien be a direct system of reduced rings such that each 
morphism An -+ A, is injective and tight. Then {T (Al)fnen is a direct system of rings 
and 3 T (A,) 2 T (5 A,). 
Proof. By Corollary 3.11, T (A,) -+ T (A,) is well defined for ,? I ~1; thus {T (A,)} is 
a direct system such that T (A,) + T (A,) is injective and tight. The canonical mor- 
phisms AA + T (An) give a direct system of infra-integral tight morphisms. By [13, 1.91 
their direct limit is infra-integral. By a tedious proof one can show that this direct limit 
is tight. Let A be the direct limit of {An} and B be the direct limit of {T (An)}, then 
A -+ B is infra-integral and tight, with B TTC by Proposition 3.22. Thus B = T(A) 
follows from Proposition 3.4. 0 
Remark 3.24. Let A be a TTC ring. We have shown that A[[X]] is a Baer ring and is 
t-closed under some hypothesis: for instance, if A is Noetherian, Mori, integral and 
t-closed, then A[[X]] is t-closed [14]. However, the following is an open question: 
when A[[X]] is TTC? 
Remark 3.25. Let A be a ring and denote by S the multiplicative subset of poly- 
nomials F(X) E A[X] such that C(F) = A. Then A(X) = A[X& is the Nagata ring 
and A -+ ,4(X) is faithfully flat and content [9, 6.31. It follows from Proposition 3.18, 
Theorem 3.20 and Remark 2.13 that A is TTC if and only if A(X) is TTC. 
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Proposition 3.26. For a ring A to be TTC is local on the spectrum: let a,, . . . , a,, be 
elements of A such that (aI, . . , a,,) = A, then A is TTC if and only if the localized rings 
A,, are TTC for i = 1, . . . ,n. 
Proof. If a E A, then A -+ A, is a flat epimorphism of finite presentation. Thus, 
according to Proposition 3.17, A, is TTC if A is TTC. Now let al, . . , a, be such that 
(a 1, ... > a,)=AandA,tisTTCfori=l,...,n,thenA -+ n Aai = B is faithfully flat by 
[l, Ch. II, Section 5, No. 1, Proposition 31 and of finite presentation and B is TTC. 
Therefore, A is TTC by Proposition 3.18. 0 
Remark 3.27. For n = 2 in the previous proposition, we obtain a Cartesian square: if 
a, h E A are such that (a,b) = A, then Spec(A) = D(a)uD(b); properties of affine 
scheme associated to A give an exact sequence A -+ A, x Ab 2 Aab; hence we have 
a Cartesian square 
A-A, 
I I 
&--‘Aab 
Other results on TTC rings are obtained by using Cartesian squares. 
Proposition 3.28. For a Cartesian square of commutative rings 
A-B 
I I 
C-D 
we have the ,following: 
(i) A -+ B is t-closed 
C -+ D is t-closed. 
if C --f D is t-closed. Moreover, A is TTC if B is TTC and 
(ii) A is TTC if B and C are TTC, D is a Baer ring and C +D is an injective ring 
morphism such that each idempotent of D belongs to C. 
Proof. The first part of(i) is easy to show. If B is TTC, then A is TTC by Proposition 
3.1. Then (ii) follows from (i) since C -+ D is t-closed by [14, 1.6, (2)]. q 
Corollary 3.29. Let A be a Baer ring and AI, A2 two TTC subrings such that each 
idempotent of A belongs to AI (or Az), then AI nA, is TTC. 
Corollary 3.30. Let V = K + M be a valuation ring where K is a$eld and M a maximal 
ideal of V. Let D be a TTC subring of K. Then D + M is TTC. 
Proof. The fibred product associated with the morphisms V --f K and D -+ K is 
D + M. Now V is a TTC ring by integral closedness and clearly K is a Baer ring. Thus 
D + M is TTC by Proposition 3.28(ii). 0 
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Now we look at the relations between TTC rings and TIC rings quoted at the 
beginning of the first section. 
Definition 3.31. A ring A is said to be algebraically closed if each manic polynomial of 
A[X] splits over A. 
Every quotient ring or localization of an algebraically closed ring is algebraically 
closed. 
Theorem 3.32. Let A be a ring; then A is an algebraically closed Baer ring (or 
equivalently is TIC) if and only if A is TTC with algebraically closed residual$elds. 
Proof. A ring is TIC if and only if it is an algebraically closed Baer ring [S, 
Corollary 11. Assume that A is algebraically closed, then AP and k(P) are algebraically 
closed for each prime ideal P of A. If A is a Baer ring, then AP is an integral domain. 
We claim that an algebraically closed integral domain is t-closed. Let a,r,c be 
elements of such a ring B and assume that a3 + arc - c2 = 0; since B is algebraically 
closed, there is an element b of B such that b2 - rb = a. Consider 
f(X, Y) = X3 + rXY - Yz E A[X, Y], we have a factorization f(b2 - rb,c) = 
[c - (b3 - rb2)] [c - (b’ - rb)(r - b)] = 0; since B is an integral domain we get 
c = b3 - rb2 or c = (b2 - rb)(r - b); in the latter case, put d = r - b from which it 
follows that a = d2 - rd and c = d3 - rd2. Thus t-closedness of B is shown. Hence A is 
TTC by Theorem 2.12. Conversely, assume that A is TTC with algebraically closed 
residual fields, then A is a Baer ring. Let P(X) be a manic polynomial of A[X], then 
P(X) is residually split; by Theorem 2.7, P(X) splits over A. Thus A is an algebraically 
closed ring. 0 
Here are some examples. We consider the polynomial f(X, Y) = 
Y2 - rXY - X3 E A[X, Y] and the quotient ring B = A[X, Y]/(f(X, Y)). This ring 
is never t-closed. We shall give its total T-closure. 
Lemma 3.33. Let A be a ring and r E A. In ACT] put U = r - T, then we have the 
following: 
(i) The substitution morphism s: A[X, Y] -+ ACT] deJined by s(X) = T 2 - rT and 
s(Y) = T 3 - rT 2 uerijes: 
(a) s(X) = U2 - rU and s(X)U = U3 - rU*, 
04 f(s(X), Z) = (Z - s(Y))@ - s(X) W. 
(ii) The induced morphism 0: A[X, Y]/(f(X, Y)) = B -+ A[T] is infia-integral and 
nonsurjective. 
(iii) Zf A is reduced, then A + B is flat. 
(iv) If A is a Baer ring, then 0 is tight. 
Proof. The statement (i) is easily shown. According to (i), o exists. An element of B is 
the image in B of a polynomial a(X) Y + p(X) where a(X), B(X) E A [Xl. Assume that 
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such an element belongs to the kernel of G, then we have U.(V) TV = - p(V) where 
I/ = T * - rT. Let p and q be the degrees of tl and fi and suppose that /I(V) # 0, then 
a(V) # 0, we get the contradiction 2p + 3 = 2q. Hence a and fl are zero and r~ is 
injective. Since A[T] = B[T] and T * - rT, T 3 - rT * E B, a is infra-integral (ele- 
mentary) by [13, 1.151. Assume that 0 is surjective, then there exist polynomials tx(X), 
p(X) such that T = G((T * - rT)(T 3 - rT “) + /I(T * - rT); substitute 0 to T, then 
b(O) = 0; thus we get a relation T = (T* - rT)Q(T) so that 1 = (T - r)Q(T) which 
is absurd. Hence cr is not surjective and (ii) is proved. Assume A is reduced, then 
B c A [T ] is reduced. After any change of base A -+ A’, where A’ is reduced, 
B’ = B @A A’ is reduced. It follows from a result of M. Lazarus quoted in [12] that 
A --t B is flat. So (iii) is proved. Now assume that A is a Baer ring and let us show that 
(T is tight. Put C = ACT] and let P be a prime ideal of A, then AP and Cp are integral 
domains and BP + Cp is injective and integral; by 1.7 this morphism is tight. It follows 
easily from 1.5 that (T is tight. 0 
Proposition 3.34. Let A be a TTC ring, then B = A[X, Y]/(f(X, Y)) is never TTC. 
The total T-closure of B is given by B ---f ACT]. 
Proof. If A is TTC, then ACT] is TTC. Assume that B is TTC, then r~ is tight and 
infra-integral by Lemma 3.33; therefore, ~7 is surjective by Theorem 2.4, a contradic- 
tion to Lemma 3.33(ii). According to Proposition 3.4 B + T(B) is given by 
B-+A[T]. 
Corollary 3.35. Let A be a TTC ring; then B = A[X, Y]/(Y’ - X2 - X3) is never 
TTC. If A is afield with characteristic # 2, then B is seminormal, 
Proof. Consider the polynomial f(X, Y) = Y* - 2XY - X3 and lets be the bijective 
substitution morphism defined by s(Y) = U + I/, s(X) = U, where U and V are 
indeterminates, then s(f(X, Y)) = 7/* - U* - U3. Thus B is never TTC although B is 
seminormal if A is a field with characteristic # 2; see [lo, Example 5-J. 0 
To end we compare the t-closure of a weak Baer ring with its total T-closure. Let us 
recall that the t-closure of a weak Baer ring is given by A -+ tTotcAjA = t(A) where t(A) 
is a weak Baer t-closed ring. 
Proposition 3.36. Let A be a ring, then we have the following: 
(i) If A is a weak Baer t-closed ring, the total T-closure of A is given by A + B(A) 
where B(A) is the Baer hull of A. 
(ii) Zf A is a weak Baer ring, A + t(A) + T(A) = B(t(A)) is a factorization of 
A + T(A). 
Proof. According to Lemma 1.17, A + B(A) is tight and infra-integral. Assume that 
A is a weak Baer ring and let M be a minimal prime ideal of B(A); since B(A) is 
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a subring of Q(A), there is a prime ideal R of Q(A) lying over M. Now Min(A) is 
compact by [ll, Proposition 41; thus A + Q(A) is flat by [15, Proposition 33. Since 
R is a minimal prime, R n A = M n A is a minimal prime N of A. We have already seen 
in the proof of Lemma 1.17 that A/N + B(A)/M is an isomorphism. Then B(A) is 
t-closed since a weak Baer ring is t-closed if every quotient ring by a minimal prime is 
t-closed [14,2.9]. Thus B(A) is a TTC ring by Theorem 2.12. Therefore, (i) is proved 
according to Proposition 3.4. The statement (ii) follows from the factorization 
A + Tot(A) + Q(A): since A + t(A) is infra-integral and T(A) = tecAJ A, we have 
t(A) = T(A). 0 
Remark 3.37. When every dense ideal of a weak Baer ring is regular, then 
Tot(A) = Q(A) implies t(A) = T(A). We do not know if t(A) = T(A) for any weak 
Baer ring although this property is verified for an integral domain or a weak Baer 
Noetherian ring. 
Remark 3.38. Let A be a reduced t-closed ring. We do not know whether B(A) is TTC, 
although it may be proved that A + B(A) is a direct limit of local immersions, see [4, I, 
4 and 61. 
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